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Announcements

Program: Matt, KØBBC, ARRL Update

The regular monthly meeting returns on
September 12, 2020 via Webex.

Regular monthly meetings
resume on the second
Saturday of September as we
welcome ARRL Dakota
Division Director Matt Holden,
KØBBC, for an update on
League activities including the
recent election of Dave Minster, NA2AA, as CEO and other
recent Board actions; the hiring of Paul Gilbert, KE5ZW, as
Director of Emergency Management; introducing MN Section
Manager-elect Bill Mitchell, AEØEE; your feedback and
comments on Field Day 2020; and the FCC NPRM regarding
license fees.

Meeting: League update by KØBBC

For this meeting, forget about driving and instead fire up your
computer. Due to the ongoing pandemic and related health &
safety guidelines and protocols for senior care facilities,
Boutwells Landing remains unavailable for public use.
Boutwells Landing staff foresees that will be the case into
2021. We will therefore continue to hold the monthly Saturday
meeting virtually using the SARA WEBEX conference room.
Meetings will begin at 9:00 AM., but Joe, KCØOIO, will open
the WEBEX room around 8:15 AM for “Morning Coffee” each
month.

Current Members will receive a meeting
invitation via email from Joe, KCØOIO..
This meeting is only open to SARA
Members. If you DO NOT receive your
invite, send an email to:
President@radioham.org

SARA On the Air
Phone Round Robin Ragchews & Net
(All Times are Local - Central)
> Daily “Lunch Room” Crew: 12:00 - ?
SARA 2m Repeater* ... Weekdays
> Daily Top Band Crew: 20:00; 1.966
MHz LSB or USB +/- QRM (alternates:
3.966 +/- MHz, 50.166 MHz)
> Monday 75m Crew: 08:15; 3.856
MHz LSB +/- QRM
> Tuesday (TMT): 19:00; SARA 2m
Repeater*
> Wednesday Informal Net: 21:00;
SARA 2m Repeater*
> Sunday Digital Net: 19:00; 3.584.15
MHz USB (500-1000 Hz) on waterfall
(Mode announced via email)
Can’t Find Us On the Air?
... Monitor SARA Repeater!
*SARA 2m Repeater: 147.060 MHz;
Positive Offset; DCS/DTCS 026
Normal)
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Bandwidth from the President
Greetings from my shack, de Joe KCØOIO. The summer of 2020 will
go down as one of the most unique experiences in history! One
steadying force for me throughout this summer has been ham
radio and the many friends we share.
Field Day 2020 proved to be an interesting experiment and experience. SARA opted to encourage
members to work Field Day as individual stations and then submit their FD scores to the ARRL
designating SARA-MN as the club of affiliation. We also had an in-house competition with a customer
scoring scheme developed by WØGAF, WØOXB and KEØIYN. We also utilized the SARA WEBEX
conference room throughout the weekend for that socializing aspect of Field Day. Those who worked
the radios for Field Day reported they had a great time.
The summer series of Technical Topic Thursday (TTT) virtual sessions have been successful. I’ve learned
a lot over the summer, not just with the topics covered, but how to manage the WEBEX conference
sessions and settings for video capture of each session. The video capture capabilities of WEBEX allow
SARA to capture a session, we’re capturing the presentation slides and audio only, and then making the
videos available on the unlisted “Stillwater Amateur Radio Association WØJH” YouTube page. Once the
videos are posted on YouTube, I send the link to the session video and the TTT playlist out to all
members. Technical Topic Thursday is giving way for the time being to the Technician Class License
classes starting (resuming) Sept 10, followed closely by the planned General Class license classes. TTT
will return after the class sessions have wrapped up.
I’ve been trying to gear up to do more portable operating. I have had plans to spend a weekend up at a
family member’s lake property, but they keep getting pushed back. It’s looking more likely that I’ll get up
there for the 1st weekend in October. I should have my new LiFePo battery pack set up by then. I did
build a counterpoise bundle for my HFedz 160-6 end fed antenna. I was going to use it for my Field Day
operation, but family activities on both Saturday and Sunday derailed those plans. I’ve yet to try it.
SARA will resume monthly meetings on Saturday September 12. Due to the ongoing pandemic and
related health & safety guidelines and protocols for senior care facilities, Boutwells Landing remains
unavailable for public use. Boutwells Landing staff foresees that will be the case into 2021. We will
therefore continue to hold the monthly Saturday meeting virtually using the SARA WEBEX conference
room. Meetings will begin at 9:00 AM. I intend to open the WEBEX room around 8:15 AM for “Morning
Coffee” each month.
The September meeting we will welcome ARRL Dakota Division Director Matt Holden KØBBC for an
update on League activities including the recent election of Dave Minster NA2AA as CEO and other
recent Board actions; the hiring of Paul Gilbert KE5ZW as Director of Emergency Management;
introducing MN Section Manager-elect Bill Mitchell AEØEE; your feedback and comments on Field Day
2020; and the FCC NPRM regarding license fees.
I wish you all well. Stay Safe – Stay Healthy!

73 es CUL de KCØOIO
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There’s a First Time for Everything!
(My 3-band Low Pass Filter Kits Project)
Joe Heitzinger, KCØOIO
A while back, I purchased a SOTABEAMS WSPRlite Classic antenna tester. This compact 200mW
transmitter transmits on 630-160-80-60-40-30-20 Meters. A review of the WSPRlite Classic and Flexi in
the December 2018 edition of QST points out that the WSPRlite Classic has a transmitter output that “is
rich in harmonics, some of which are only 10 to dB below fundamental level.” FCC spectral purity
requirements stated that spurious emissions and harmonics must be attenuated at least 43 dB for
transmitters below 30 MHz.
The WSPRlite Classic has a built-in low pass filter for 20 and 30 meters, although it is not quite as
effective on 30 meters (-35 dB) as it is on 20 (-53 dB). An external low pass filter is required to attenuate
harmonics on the lower bands. SOTABEAMS has that covered. They have a 3-band low pass filter PCB
board along with component kits for each band. They also have a pair of pre-packaged low pass filter
kits for 160-80-40 and 20-15-10. I ordered both kits and a couple of other items online direct from
SOTABEAMS.co.uk. I ordered on a Thursday, and I had
the package in my hands the following Monday. Royal
Mail to UPS for the score!
Each kit includes the PCB
board, and individual
packaged components for
each band. The PCB board
kit includes the board,
SMA socket, SMA plug tail,
jumpers and 2x3 headers,
and a cable tie. Each
band’s low pass filter includes three T50 series toroids, enameled wire,
and capacitors. Here’s where the “first time” comes in: I’d not wound
toroidal inductors before! Got to try sometime, right? Time to get started!
Now the fun begins, time to wind the
toroidal inductors. T50 toroids are about the diameter of a dime,
pretty dang small for big fingers! SOTABEAMS provides an ample
length of the enameled wire, enough that after winding all 18
inductors, I have 3 plus coils of the wire left. Diving into the task, I
started with inductors for 160. The 160-meter LPF requires 2
inductors with 32 turns and 1 inductor with 34 turns. I cut the
provided wire into 3 equal pieces and started carefully winding the
toroids. The hardest part is keeping track of the number of turns –
especially with occasional interruptions. I counted and recounted the
wraps on each inductor multiple times right up to installing them on
the boards! Before long, I had completed all 18 inductors.
Now on to putting it altogether. The PCB board is thru-hole
mounting, so it isn’t going to be too difficult. I soldered the headers
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into place first. The header pins are delicate and do tend to slide around in the plastic header when
heated, as I found out, so be careful when doing this step. The SMA socket was next to be soldered into
place. As a final step for the initial board prep, you would strip and solder the SMA plug tail into place.
However, the instructions recommend waiting to do this step if you are planning to mount the board in
an enclosure. That is my plan and I’ve haven’t gotten to that step yet.
With the inductors wound and large components soldered in place, it was time to solder discrete
components to the boards. Each band kit also included a number of tiny capacitors. The capacitors were
taped in cardboard strips and identified on the strips as to the pF value of the attached capacitor. Using
the table for each band provided in the instructions, I placed each capacitor at the appropriate location
on the board and then soldered them in place. Again, a delicate operation to accomplish, but one done
without too much difficulty. I trimmed excess length on the backside of the board as necessary.
I think the hardest part of the whole assembly project was prepping the enameled wires on the
inductors for soldering. The enamel coating needs to be removed to expose bare copper before
soldering. I tried some fine sandpaper, but
that proved unproductive. I resorted to
cooking the enamel off with a hot ball of
solder. Tedious, but productive. Flux core
solder does speed up the process. I started
to install the inductors and had gotten the
inductors for 2-band in place when I
discovered I was not putting them into the
proper holes on the boards. I figured that
out while looking at the traces and
comparing them to the schematic. Simple
fix accomplished in a matter of minutes.
At the present time, I have the two boards
complete up to the plug lead install. I am
awaiting the 3D printed enclosures from
N9TOW, who agreed to print them for me.
I will add the plug tails once I have the
enclosures.
Then it’s on to testing antennas at 200
mW! It will be interesting to see what
effect the counterpoise bundle for the
HFedz end-fed antenna has on its
performance.
I’ve discovered that I only needed the 160-80-40 three band low pass filter for the WSPRlite Classic. The
20-15-10 three band low pass filter is not needed for the Classic, but both are needed if you have a
WSPRlite Flexi. My experience of assembling both has been enjoyable. Fingers crossed to see if and how
they work.
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Contesting - The Portable Operations Challenge

The Fox Mike Hotel Portable Operations Challenge is designed to optimize equal operating conditions
for portable operating during a contest involving non-portable stations. The scoring allows and
encourages regular home-based station operations (“QTHers”) to take part while offering a
handicap-style scoring algorithm to be more equalized for portable stations. The approach is akin to the
handicap index in the sport of golf. More difficult courses are scored with a higher slope value, indicating
a greater challenge to achieve a normal par score of 72 on that course with a handicap of subtracting
strokes for golfers who do not typically shoot as low a score as other golfers. A number of factors go into
deriving the slope rating for a golf course but they represent the challenge that the course presents to
each participant golfer and the golfer’s capability for playing the course.
Similarly, a number of factors go into the challenge to make contacts in an amateur radio contest. These
include RF power, mode of transmission, how far away a potential contact is and whether the operator
is in a location away from the optimized shack at a ham’s usual QTH. The conveniences at a conventional
home station are almost always more productive than a portable operation for scoring points in an
amateur radio contest. Additional power output, gain with directional beams, multiple radios and
operators, are but a few of these accouterments of the QTHer that, for the most part, are not enjoyed
by the portable operator.
“The POC aims to make portable operations “on par” with more typical QTH-based operations while
preserving the enjoyment of being in a new operating environment. Moreover, QTH-based operators
can also easily participate in the action, challenging the handicapped-scoring for portable ops. Can the
Super Station contester best the Little Pistol portable operation? If we use a scoring metric that reduces
the advantages of QTH-bound stations to that of pure radio sport operating, is there a chance that an
efficient portable operator or team can come out ahead of the current winning contest station
operators? That’s why this is called the Portable Operations Challenge!” — Frank K4FMH
The POC is endorsed by four amateur radio entities: ARRL National Contest Journal, UK DX Foundation,
South African Radio League, Hellenic Amateur Radio Association of Australia
The POC is the first weekend in October, which is October 3rd & 4th this year, 2020. Contest operation
time – 8-hour contiguous window within the 48-hours – chosen by the contestant to suit the
appropriate region in the world where the entrant resides. The organizers wish the contestants to
consider all dangers in the time window that they chose (e.g. putting up or taking down a portable
station in the dark is not recommended). Operation outside of this 8-hour window contacting other POC
competing stations is not allowed and will be controlled through log checking – this is to avoid entrants
“cherry picking” of the best 8 hours from their log should the contestant operate a longer period than 8
hours in the POC. Contestants must also work within any local regulations, such as those to control the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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Several aspects of QTH-bound contesting can be stacked in the operator(s) favor when compared to
most portable operations. One is the use of greater RF power output. Another is a permanent tower
with directional, gain producing beam antennas. A third is that it is easier to have multiple transceivers
and operators, allowing for a “per-transmitter production” that yields superior scores. A fourth is the
mutual attractiveness for QTHers to work other QTHers and ignore the weaker (especially QRP) signals.
The addition of having the full force of Internet communications (when allowed), spotting sources,
better ergonomics for operating positions, food/drink conveniences, and climate-controlled shelter all
add-up to give “course advantages.” These advantages are countered through the handicapping system
we will use.
While some portable operations (an example can be some large Field Day teams) can meet or exceed
the advantages to contesting from a fixed building as identified above, the vast majority do not.
The POC scoring metric equalizes some of these advantages. Four factors are used in scoring each
contest operation submission. These are the same regardless of whether it is a single operator or a team
of operators, unassisted or assisted through the use of spotting. These include:
Kilometers-per-watt (kpw). Using the Maidenhead Grid Square centroids, the distance in kilometres (via
short path) divided by the reported power output in watts for the contest participant.
The kpw metric will tend to equalize power used and stress the efficient use of power and
antenna gain. The km-per-watt is computed per-contact using the centroid lat/long of the
Maidenhead grid squares exchanged during the contact. Favor goes to the greater
kilometres-per-watt which equalizes to some degree the power and point-to-point propagation
conditions. The kpw is the basic contact score to which the handicap multipliers will be applied.
QTH vs Portable operation (favoring portable)
QTHers have their setup resident which gives an advantage over portable ops, although a team
could replicate a Field Day setting with portable crank-up towers, amps, generators, and so
forth. Favor goes to the portable operator. The value of this multiplier can be adjusted as a
competitive “tuning parameter” in future contests.
Mode of contact: Phone vs. CW vs. Digital (favoring phone over CW over digital)
All things being equal in a QSO, phone (usually SSB) is the most challenging, followed by CW and
then digital. Favor goes to phone first, CW second, and digital third.
Number of transmitters concurrently in use (points X 1/t where t = # transmitters) – In 2020 restricted
to ONE or TWO transmitters, to reduce complexity. In future contests, this may be changed by the
Steering Committee.
The more transmitters present affects the number of contacts, so more transmitters get
increasing decrements in the points awarded, regardless of the number of ops. This encourages
operator participation of any number in a team as the effect is equalized through the number of
transmitters in use. This emphasizes the per-transmitter productivity rather than just the
amount of equipment and number of operators. The total points are divided by the number of
transmitters. Advantage goes to having fewer transmitters available to an operator or team,
regardless of whether at a home QTH or portable site. For the 2020 POC, the number of
concurrently-used transmitters to a maximum of 2. This will reduce complexity while also adding
the need to plan the utilization of the limited number of transmitters across band and modes.
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For the POC, a portable station is one that makes no use of permanently installed amateur radio
equipment or facilities with the sole exception of AC (mains) power supply. For instance, it is permissible
to operate “garden” or “patio” portable with mains power but without use of any permanently installed
antennas and such at the QTH. But it is not permissible to operate “portable” at another ham’s QTH
using beams on towers and the like. Play fair and follow the Code of Ethics in the POC!
Contact Exchange CALLSIGN, Station class (Q or P), running contact serial number starting with 1, 4-digit
Maidenhead locator.
Operating Bands: 80, 40, 20, 15, and 10 meters
Log contents: In each contact, entrants must specify, date/time in UTC, call sign of station worked, the
power in watts used in each contact, Maidenhead grid square, mode and band of transmission.
You may use any software that will produce a compatible Cabrillo log file. Following the end of the
challenge and after receipt of the log file by the steering committee, the Grid Square distance for each
contact will be computed and used to create km per watt figure as the basic contact score. The site
location types and mode of transmission multipliers will then be used to create a raw total point score
before dividing it by the number of transmitters used to make all contacts.
Refer to the Official Rules document for operational information.
All logs must be submitted in the defined Cabrillo format to fmhpoc@gmail.com within one week (local
time) of the contest’s completion (October 10, 2020).
Scoring Metric
Multipliers:

Q = QTH. P = Portable.

Locations:

Mode:

Number of Transmitters:

Q2Q contacts act as a x 1 multiplier.
Q2P or P2Q contacts act as a x 1.414213562
multiplier.
P2P contacts act as a x 2 multiplier.
Digital contacts act as a x 1 multiplier.
CW contacts act as a x 1.5 multiplier.
Phone contacts act as a x 2 multiplier.
The reciprocal value of the number of
concurrently-used transmitters is applied to the
total contact score by multiplication. The
maximum number of transmitters is limited to
two (2). This may change in future years.
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Full details and contest rules for the Fox Mike
Hotel Portable Operating Challenge can be
found at:
https://foxmikehotel.com/challenge/

SARA members – who can achieve the greatest
kilometers per watt during this contest? I
challenge you to challenge yourself to work this
contest – portable or QTHer – and see how you
do! Submit your log to the contest – and share
your official tabulated results – I will present a
customized SARA POC KPW certificate to the
member who achieves the greatest kilometers
per watt during this contest!
de KCØOIO.k
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Remote Base Station Update - Summer Projects
by Patrick Tice, wa0tda@arrl.net

Base of the Butternut vertical: It’s not the most tidy installation, but stuff is soldered and it works.
The LDG remote tuner was installed this summer.
September 1 marks the beginning of meteorological autumn. While it is still mostly a summer
month, September is when we begin to notice the “look & feel” of the autumn season. Nights get
cooler and days are pleasantly warm instead of hot. It rains less and lawns get dry. The sun comes
up later and goes down earlier.
For ham radio operators, these changes are notable. There is less thunderstorm static and
generally better HF operating conditions. VHF ducting events begin to fall off as summer heat
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wanes. And since it’s no longer hot and muggy out, antenna projects can be resumed. That is the
case here at the WAØTDA QTH, where there are three HF antennas to maintain.
Two of the HF antennas have been checked off this summer’s list.
The Butternut vertical has been checked out for feedline integrity and found to be in good shape.
An LDG remote automatic tuner has been installed at its base to allow for use across 160 through 6
meters. This antenna system is not available to remote HF users, as it services my IC-706M2G
station, which is my main “in person” operating position.
The heavily used inverted vee maypole system in use at the wa0tda HF remote has been

completely removed and reinstalled on a new support system. It frequently provides the best and
strongest signals of any of the HF remotes. Its transmitter is the Icom IC-7200 and the tuner is an
LDG AT-200 cabled to the radio so that the TUNE button activates the antenna tuner.
That leaves the w0zsw antenna system, which now consists of a 270′ zepp fed with 450 ohm
ladder line and a 4:1 current balun. The station’s radio is a SARA-owned IC-7300 cabled to an LDG
AT-1000 antenna tuner. This station’s antenna system is slated to be replaced this autumn, due to
continuing problems with noise and generally poor performance. The plan is to replace the zepp
with an off-center fed dipole, moving the antenna feedpoint far enough from the house to avoid
the typical interference from noise sources like switching power supplies, LED & CFL bulbs, and
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appliances. In order to do this, new direct-bury coax will have to be laid across a section of yard
that includes ornamental gardens and a swath of sod. The feed point will end up in another section
of garden with trees and shade plants and be supported by either a handy tree or by a fiberglass
push up pole. I expect the orientation of the dipole to be roughly SW-NE with the two legs to be in
semi-inverted vee configuration. The longer leg will be the farthest from the house and go off to
the NE. I expect to have this last project nailed down by October, because we all know what comes
next.
W0EQO Networking issues resolved
Moving “up north” to station w0eqo, we had a number of issues building with our internet
connectivity. The system had been serving up internet to the entire scout camp this summer, which
meant many devices and very heavy use. Even so, our data demands are very modest and the
system managed to pretty much hang together with only a few interruptions until late summer
after the regular camp sessions wound up and storms went through the area. Following one storm
event, the station was down and Bill, N0CIC, found that an elderly Netgear router had expired – by
which I mean “He’s dead, Jim” expired, not just sleeping. Probably this was the consequence of
power surges when the storms interrupted the AC supply, but in any case a new Netgear was
installed and configured and… the system still didn’t work. It turned out that the internet
provider’s modem had reset and had forgotten everything it knew about the ports we needed
forwarded to the Netgear. Tech support helped us out, and everything was working again until the
modem decided it was time for a firmware update after which we went though the same exercise
again. As this was going on, I got sick and was out of the loop for awhile, but things are running
again and everything seems stable. This sort of thing can happen to a double NATted network, one
in which NAT – Network Address Translation – is allowed to take place in more than one network
device. I’m not sure exactly where we ended up, but as long as it’s working now…
And speaking of network problems:
Station w0zsw, here at the wa0tda QTH, was reliably reachable on the internet until our Eero mesh
network decided it was time for a firmware update. The resulting disruption caused our older
Netgear legacy network downstream of the Eero to be unable to reach the necessary ports for the
RCForb host software to get through the firewall, so bingo, no w0zsw. Worse, when the port
forwarding was restored, another device on the network and the Netgear router decided they had
to continually fight it out for the same internal IP address. That meant w0zsw was available
sometimes and not other times. A few strategies were available, but I decided to bite the bullet
and move the w0zsw host PC to the main Eero network and put it behind just one NAT device. That
has restored reliability. The wa0tda remote was already on the newer Eero system and was never
affected.
UPDATE: The OCF dipole is in place and working at WØZSW. It’s not picking up noise and it’s
much more effective. The feedline still needs to be buried. 73 - Pat wa0tda@arrl.net
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SARA Special Event
Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald
November 6, 7 & 8, 2020
2020 marks the 16th consecutive year, the club is sponsoring and
conducting this Special Event. This year, in keeping with COVID-19
social distancing requirements, we will operate from our individual
QTHs … not from Split Rock Lighthouse State Park.
Although all SARA members may participate, we strongly suggest only those with Special Event or Field
Day operating experience take part. Managing and taking charge of “pile ups” where multiple stations
are calling you at the same time, is essential.
(If you aren’t sure you can cope with ~10 stations calling you at once, this event may not be for you. Feel
free to contact any of the Organizing Volunteers to discuss.)
General
SARA will be using what we call a “Distributed Operating Stations” (DOS) format for our operation at this
event. Each operator will be scheduled to participate from their own QTH. Each Op will have agreed
upon time(s) when and where they can operate. Each Op must operate in accordance with their license
class and use one of the approved call signs, WØJH (phone) and WØF (CW & Digital). We will have
multiple stations simultaneously using the same call sign, as they are operating on different bands.
Organizers & Current Participants
WØOXB, WØGAF, NØDRX, KCØO
 IO, AGØH, VE3MXJ, AAØU, KØGW, KEØIYN, KEØQ
 QN, NØBJE, KØHAS
When, Where & What
● Days: Nov. 6, 7, 8 (Friday – Sunday)
● Times: 0900 – 1759 local; 1500 – 2359 UTC
● Bands/Frequencies: Anywhere (Published: 80m (3.860), 40m (7.260), 20m (14.260), 15m
21.360))
● Modes: SSB, CW & Digital
Scheduling (instructions to follow)
● Determine when you can operate, what mode(s) & bands
● Sign-up will be done online (1 hour increments, 2 hour shifts are commonly recommended)
Logging
● We strongly encourage Ops to use computer-generated logging programs (especially N3FJP
ACLog and others) with ADIF export capabilities. We will provide recommendations for free,
compatible programs.
● For those using only a paper/pencil log, the logs must be transcribed to a digital log
Resources (info to follow)
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●
●

Info on Free Logging Programs
Operator “Cheat Sheets” – Operating Tips & General Info (QSL Certificate Requests, Edmund
Fitz, Online Postings)
To help us with planning/scheduling:
If you are interested in participating in the event,
please complete & return your input …………….
Do you have experience operating in a “pile up”?
Approximately how would you like to operate:
:: How many days & how many hours?
:: What mode(s)?
:: What band(s)?
:: Do you have a computer logging program?
If Yes, which one?
Comments/Questions:

Return to:
Dave, WØOXB
David.Glas@radioham.org

Upcoming events
●
●
●
●
●

September Meeting: Saturday, September 12 - Virtual meeting via Webex.
October Meeting: Saturday, October 10 - Virtual meeting via Webex.
Split Rock Lighthouse “Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald” special event station Operating from home QTHs: November 6, 7, 8.
November Meeting: Saturday, November 14.
December Meeting: Saturday, December 12.

READ MORE ON OUR WEBSITE
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Check out 30 meters!
Patrick Tice, wa0tda@arrl.net

30 meters in action! Screenshot of WSJT-X and QRZ logbook as seen on a Lenovo Chromebook, accessing
a Windows 10 PC / IC-706M2G remotely. The WSJT-X software runs on Windows.

The 30 meter band became available to USA Amateur Radio operators in the early 1980s, so
why didn’t I know anything about it?

Well, to be fair, I did know that our real estate of 10.100–10.150 MHz was next door to the
oft-used time standard station WWV on 10 MHz. I also knew that there was no provision for
phone operation on 30 m, and I didn’t operate too much CW, so it seemed like a pretty useless
band. Like many others, I had no problem finding SSB activity on bands like 20 and 17 meters.
15 and 10 m had their moments as well, especially near sunspot maximum.

But now we are clawing our way out of a deep, persistent solar minimum, one that coincides
with other things that have emptied out the ham bands. Internet, I’m looking at you.
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Think about it: Band conditions have been poor for what seems like ages, and the rise of
internet apps and MMPGs (massively multiplayer online games) that allow everyone to
communicate everywhere all the time; video streaming services, the information explosion…
Well, that can be quite an easy choice for many folks, including ham radio operators who are
sick of terrible band conditions for months on end.

So (at least for phone users) the bands have emptied out, except on contest weekends. Is there
anything out there for those of us who want to use the radio?

Yes. Yes there is. But you might have to step out of your comfort zone if you, like me, are stuck
on SSB. Looking to make contacts, I decided to try the digital mode FT8. Strictly a method to
exchange basic information, FT8 needs no microphone, using a keyboard instead. Data passes
between the radio and a PC via a USB cable or audio cables and an interface like a RIGblaster. A
software interface is needed on your PC, the free program WSJT-X. What is transmitted and
received is displayed on the software interface. FT8 is a weak signal mode suitable for poor
band conditions, and like CW, it is allowed on 30 meters. You can operate either or both to
good effect on 30, and you won’t be disappointed.

The 30 meter band lies between the almost-always great DX band 20 meters and the
almost-always open to somewhere 40 meter band, so it has characteristics of both. Since 20
meters can be packed with stations on weekends, 30 meters can be your refuge – as long as
you are willing to use CW or FT8.
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My choice was FT8, partly for its popularity – there are plenty of stations on all the time – and
partly because I just wanted to learn something new. As you might expect, I fumbled around
with the new mode, reading about how to use it and then doing a lot of listening before finally
transmitting and making noob mistakes.

A section of my logbook. I’ve been able to get on HF nearly every day,
thanks to FT8 and the 30 meter band.

A happy surprise was that I could almost always make at least a few new HF contacts every day
on FT8, getting up early in the morning or just checking in when I had time later in the day,
especially toward evening. 30 meters was open a lot! Since I was making more contacts, I
thought I should probably get more serious about using Logbook of the World. I’d had it set up
for years, but my operating habits had become stagnated, mostly just checking into nets. It
seemed only polite to be correct in LoTW for those other ops who needed my state or county.

So now I had learned a new mode, made serious use of a band I’d neglected for decades, and
was operating a LOT more HF. And all of this was taking place now, when band conditions could
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hardly be described as stellar! Here are three things that happened that made me a better
operator:

1. I became a LoTW user for real, updating my contacts daily and thus joining the
worldwide community of ham radio operators who use the worldwide confirmation
system.
2. Because I tried something new, I learned about 30 meter propagation and an entirely
new operating mode, FT8. This gives me more tools in my Amateur Radio toolkit!
3. Thanks to the weak signal capabilities of FT8, I discovered that the bands aren’t really
“dead” – there are plenty of stations on the air all day and all night, but you just have to
use FT8 to find them. This has led to more searching around our spectrum and learning
about other bands I haven’t used enough, like 6, 17, and 12 meters.

This QSL card from a station in Arkansas confirmed an FT8 contact on the 6 m band.
In short, the 30 meter band has become – for me at least – the tool that has kept me active on
the air. I recommend it!

73 – Pat, WAØTDA
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Monitoring Stations – Progress and Roadblocks
By Collin O’Connor, KEØIYN

Those who have been around awhile know my penchant for listening to the airwaves, rather
than talking too much on them these days. There are so many fascinating items to be found,
from weather and traffic reports, satellite telemetry, GPS information, timing, and more. So
why not try and listen to as much as possible?
There are two major monitoring stations in progress. One, is a fixed station involving a
computer, two desktop radio rigs, and a small flotilla of USB-based SDR receivers. This station
is currently functioning as a multi-band WSPR, FT8, JT9, and JT65 monitoring station on 80m,
40m, 30m, and 20m, as well as periodic reception of WEFAX reports and similar reports for
ships at sea. The second station is a portable monitoring station, involving a single carry-case
that opens up, with a HT radio for ham operations, an emergency radio incorporating AM, FM,
weather band, and short wave capabilities, an analog scanner, a digital scanner, a raspberry pi
computer, and a small portable TV, all operated by a single 12V socket allowing for operations
anywhere.
So what’s happened over this COVID summer? A lot of redesigning and roadblocks, that’s
what! But it’s all to the better.
The fixed monitor station has received some updates to the scripts and controls that operate
the whole setup. Now, instead of requiring a dozen or more commands, each ‘band’ can be
launched with a single scripted command line function. This has significantly streamlined
operations when the unit requires power restarts, updates, or to be shut down due to ill
weather. It’s also made it easier to add new bands, but that introduced the first challenge.
Each SDR creates two different audio streams from its bandwidth area, and those have to be
manually specified for each restart. Less work than before, but still annoying. For the
technically minded, the SDR’s raw output is converted to a pair of shifted audio feeds after
being run through differing Fourier transform algorithms, that is then piped to a pair of
mplayer-generated ALSA audio feeds which are then received by the WSJT-X applications. The
problem is that there is a way to force the mplayer streams to use the same ‘audio feed ID’ (1,
2, 3, so on) each time, but there is no documentation and I haven’t been able to shake the
developer out of the woodwork yet to ask more in depth questions, and perusing the source
code hasn’t yielded any major help either.
Additionally, this station is encountering another entirely annoying problem – a distinct lack of
USB ports! With three SDR’s connected to this one machine and more on the way, even hubs
are introducing issues. The hubs only have so much bandwidth that can interfere with each
other, especially with the audio timings and the additional computational overhead of feeding
each SDR to its own multiplexed feeds. That’s resulted in, with each new band added in this
method, a lowering of overall reports. Not much, but enough to be noticeable. At this point
serious thought is being given to obtaining a more-expensive device such as a LimeSDR, Red
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Pitaya, or Airplay device, which would have most-of-the-HF-bands of coverage. This would
allow for in theory all HF bands (and possibly VHF/UHF) monitoring simultaneously with a single
antenna feed point, rather than tying up all the extra devices currently in use. This would then
also free up units for reception of WEFAX, APT, and potentially satellite telemetry. The more,
the better, and it’s caused a bit of a conundrum on where to go next.
The portable station in and of itself is an even bigger challenge. While all units fit neatly, even
with the rather bulky USB and 12V socket supply system nestled in the case, it’s not exactly
‘pretty’, and there are power and antenna feed lines all over. Feed lines are routed through the
underlayer to BNC connectors at the case edges, allowing the antennas to not lay ‘flat’ but
rather be upright and in a better arrangement. Audio quality is fine, and reception seems to
work, but the next step will be to acquire the appropriate bulkheads and put holes in the case
to permanently supply these feed points.
Another issue that’s arisen is that the ‘upper’ portion of the case has no real support and no
easy way to add it. For now, this is propped against some backing or clipped with a small line to
hold in place, but as this holds both the HT and the small portable TV, it’s not ideal.
Investigations are being done to see about adding a small chain as support and designing a 3D
printed housing layer to more securely hold items in case of slippage.
One fun addition has been the raspberry pi. This was a spare unit that now has a small SDR
receiver, for AX25 (APRS) messages, and a small USB GPS for location tracking. There is a tiny,
gamepad shaped and sized keyboard and trackpad to use with it, and the analog video/audio
output is fed to the TV via a TRRS port. And if you thought you could go TRRS to TRRS like I
could, you would sadly be mistaken! It took two weeks, four different part orders, and three
different testing sessions with multimeters to figure out what pins were which audio, which
ground, and which was the video. But it all works now and is a unique little system. The
receiver can plot out received GPS messages from satellites as well as the APRS messages. The
next goal is to add a USB sound card setup to an HT to allow for it to become a portable
digipeater, however this will require a much better HT than the Baofeng currently in use as
Baofengs have almost unusable lag when operating in APRS modes.
Needless to say, with both there has been growth and adventure, and I hope to maybe next
year show off them to everyone, but for now, more design work needs to go in and sadly, more
funding!
That brings me to a final question for readers – and feel free to email me your thoughts at
KE0IYN@radioham.org. What would you add as capabilities to each station? Satellite tracking?
Rogue broadcast detection? CB scanning? Alternate power sources? How would you address
some of the challenges I’ve listed? Drop me a line, and I’d love to hear!
Until next time, the listening tech nerd, this is Collin KEØIYN saying 73.
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Socially Distant SARA in the Sun; and a Special Event Surprise!
By Collin O’Connor, KEØIYN

It’s been six months since the last in-person SARA event – which was an eyeball QSO all the way
back in March. But that six month dry spell had a momentary break, in a specially run, socially
distant Radios In The Park revival event! Participants brought their own chairs, wore masks,
and maintained a respectful 6-foot distance from each other. In another minor miracle, the
weather was a perfect 73 degrees and mostly sunny; with a periodic breeze to keep everyone
cool! (It was commented this was because it was NOT the Minnesota State Fair, naturally.)
Approximately 25 members showed up over the course of the gathering. The gathering wasn’t
just to socialize, but also listen to a presentation from SARA member and New Ham Help
Coordinator, Brian NØBJE, on the topic of portable and QRP radio operating. An HFedz long
wire antenna, supplied by club president Joe, KCØOIO, was connected to Brian’s portable
operating setup, an 817 with autotuner and LiFePo4 battery, as well as Brian’s own portable
antenna, a BuddiStick. Brian talked about the challenges of operating QRP and the value of
signal reports, the need to keep operations lightweight and the tradeoffs between antennas
with manual tuning, antennas which are resonant at set frequencies, or carrying an autotuner.
An invigorating discussion about portable power, and air travel with the kit was had as well,
with questions of how everything was fit into a small utility bag. Several questions were asked
which Brian was able to answer skillfully with his knowledge and experience, as well as pulling
in other club members with experience operating QRP and portably. All in all, a fantastic
presentation for a beautiful day back together! But that wasn’t the only event to happen at the
gathering.
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After the presentation, Joe took the ‘stage’ for a moment to discuss the club plans for the
special event station SARA runs each November, commemorating the sinking of the Edmund
Fitzgerald. With COVID anticipated to be a problem well into the winter months, the club has
elected to execute the event remotely and in a distributed fashion, like Field Day was operated.
The plan is a clever one, put together by many capable individuals within the club, and assisted
by Dave, WØOXB, securing the special event call WØF for the club to use during the event. But
what Joe had to reveal was a surprise gift for those who will be confirming operating for the
special event station this year. Dave #2, KØAIF, the Garlic Gardener himself, set aside time and
operations at the garlic production to travel to the North Shore and secure vials of genuine Lake
Superior water and Lake Superior lakebed wash (aka, gravel and pebbles!) with a special label.
With these, operators of the special event station this year will be able to have a piece of Lake
Superior present to encourage them to work the pile ups and make this another unusual but
great year in the logbooks for SARA.
Thanks for this article are given to
SARA for organizing the event,
Brian N0BJE for the presentation,
the club members planning the
special event station, and Dave
K0AIF for the unique gift for
operators this year!
73 and safe operations.
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A Note from the Editors
This first edition of the 2020 -2021 Signals season has been produced on a new
platform, Google Docs. It replaces Microsoft Publisher, which has served us well for
many years, because it has new features that make editing easier and more universally
accessible. We can now accept your article submissions as .docx (Word-compatible)
files complete with embedded graphs and photos, something that was a real headache
in the old system. Anyone can use their word processing software to create a
compatible doc file for submission.
Google Docs also employs advanced AI to recognize errors, going beyond simply
finding spelling errors. Editing the newsletter happens in real time, with everything
being keyboarded also being saved on a cloud server. Documents can be set with
permissions for multiple editors, and it is easy to create copies on the cloud server to
experiment with layout or to just work on a copy while preserving the original. Since
everything is web-based, any computer or device capable of use as a writing tool can
edit as long as the internet is available. It is as easy to edit with Linux or Apple as it is
with Windows. No specialized publishing software is needed. The final copy can be
converted to the universal format PDF, also completely accomplished by Google Docs
in the cloud.
The look of your September Signals from SARA is a clean, less cluttered one. The new
typeface is calibri, which is similar to the old arial font, but uses less ink when printed,
assuming any of us can still get our printers to work.
Of course we leave a few errors in every issue for perfectionists to find. Go for it, but
remember the lesson taught by Utah Phillips in Moose Turd Pie.
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